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tro 
tactic monoid M(L) of a language L over an alphabet X is defined (up to 
isomorphism) 3s the quotient of the free monoid X* by the largest congruence for 
which L is a union of classes. When L is a recognizable language it is well-known 
that many structural features of E translate ’ to aiigebraic properties of M(L) (see, 
for example, the results of Schutzenberger, Naughton, Zalcstein, Brozowski and 
Simon on star-free languages). In case L is the language generated by a prefix code 
A, i.e. L = A *, the connection between I. and &f(L) seems to be more precise 
than in tht general case. It has been studied in great detail, especially with rc ;pect 
to the nature of subgroups appearing in the minimal ideal of M(A *) (see Perrot [7], 
Perrin [S]). Here we impose global conditions on M(A *), namely that Green’s 
relations 9 and 92 coincide, and that M (A *) be regular (i.e. each %class contains 
an idempotent). These monoids belong to the class of monoids which are union of 
grojaps, itself contained in the pseudo-variety of I-monoids (monoids whose regula; 
94asses are multiplicatively closed) investigated recently by Schtitzenberger [9]. 
As it turns out, our conditions on MQA *), together with the fact that A is finite, 
plete determination of all possible codes and of the corresponding 
sntactic monoids. 
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$i) There is canonical homomorphism w--) g from X* into the monoid 3s of all 
Itransformations onS; the image of X* in & is precisely M(A *) generated by 2. 
We shall keep this notation in the sequel and refer the reader to [l] for undefined 
notions concerning semigroups and monoids. Section 1 deals with the easier case 
when $i(A *) has a non-trivial group of units, necessarily cyclic of order n. (A”) 
is determined, up to isomorphism, by a sequence of integers dl, da,. . ., dS, d,+* = pt 
such that di divides di+l for all i, 1 G i s Y; it will be seen that in this case the 
regularity condition follows from the hypothesis 9 = 3. In case (A *) has a trivial 
group of units (Section 2), the preceding results are slightly modified by the 
existence of a certain transformation of rank 2 in X. Some structural properties of 
the mcrnoids M(A *) are studied in Section 3, and in Section 4 we construct 
exampres of codes A such that M(A *) is a union of groups with ?# 9% 
It might be convenient to follow some of the arguments in our proofs by drawing 
a tree representing both %(A *) and A. For example, the code A = 
{x2, xy, yx*, yxy, y”} and the automaton %(A “) are represented by the tree of Fig. 1. 
M(A *) is generated by x’ = (i i i) and y=(!j 
Fig. 1. 
. M(A *) has a 
The determination of (A *) in this case is based on the following lemmas: 
= 3 and has a non -trivial group of units and if ji 
*) of rank d, then 
(I) d divides n, 
2) forevery E’FS={l,2 ,..., n), 
n - d + rd(i)+ 1, if i# n, 
ijj = 
1, if i=n; 
with rd(i) E {1,2, , . ., d} and rd(i)= i (mod d). 
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let R denote the B-class of f in (A *). All elements of R define the same 
partition w of S into d classes T,, . ., Td and T,? = i, for m = %,2,. . ., d. But , 
xy, a’y,. . ., Ty’ are Z-equivalent to jj, and thus in R (since 9 = 6%). Thus they 
induce the same partition w on S. For every k, 1 s k s n, Y-&y defines the 
partition T1 + k, T2 + k, . . ., Td + k (mod n). It follows that T1, T2,. . .? Td are blocks 
of the permutation group generated by the cycle (1,2,. . ., n). Thus d divides n and 
for every m, lsrn<d, T:,={m,d+m,...,(q-l)d+m} with n=qd. The 
elements la - d + 1, n - d + 2,. . ., n - 1, n of S are in T,, T2, . . ., Td respectively. 
ue to the finiteness of A, they are mapped onto n - d + 2, n - d + 3,. . ., n, 1 by jj, 
proving (2). IJ 
.2. Suppose M(A *) satisfies 9 = 3 and has a non-trivial group of units. 
Then for any two generators y, y’ of M(A *) of rank d, d’ respectively such that 
d’< d < n, d’ divides d. 
Proof. From Lemma 1.1, we have iy’ = n - d + rd(i)+ 1, iy”= n - d’+ rdl(i)+ 1 if 
if n and ny = njj’ = 1. Since n, n - 1, n - 2;. . ., n - d’ + 1 are mapped by yy’ onto 
n - d’+2,1, n,. . ., n - d’ + 3 respectively, jj’ and yv’ have same rank. Considering 
the partitions induced on S by x’ ‘yy’ (1 s i G n) as in the proof of Lemma 1.1, we 
obtain that the partition induced by fl on n is the same as the partition induced by 
y’. It fo!lo\lvs that d” and n are mapped onto the same element by yy’, since they are 
t nyy’=ly”=n - d’ + 2. In order to compute d’v, we divide B by d’, 
writing d =d’p+r with Osr<d’. Then, d’y’=n-d+d’+l, and since 
n-d+d’+f=-r+l= d’-r+l @odd’) we get 
1 
1 if r=l, 
lf’yy’ = (& - r + IQ’ = 
n -r+2 if r>l. 
The case r = 1 implies n - d’+ 2 = P which is impossible, and the case r > 1 implies 
n-d’+2=n-r+2orr= d’, a contradiction. It follows that r = 0 armc! d’ divides 
d. Cl 
3. Let d,, d2, l l m, ds, ds+, = n be natural integers such that di divides di+, 
for i = 1,2 ,..., s,with di# di+l. enote by’C(& d2, l . ., dS, n) the monoid generated 
by x = (1,2,. . ., n) and by yk (1 c k s S) such that iyk = n - dk + r&)+ 1 for 
i=1,2 ,..., n--l and ny&=l. 
The two prtvious lemmas establis e direct part of t 
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Pr~ot. It remains to show that C(d,, &, . . ., ds, I”Z) satisfies $3 = 92 and is the 
syntactic monoid of a finite prefix code. The following relations (1) between x and 
yk (1 G k s s) are satisfied in C(dl, dz,. . ., d,, n): 
(1) ~“=l;;l,yi=xyi=y2;yiylf’(=~i,foreveryi,k suchthat lci<k<s. 
To prove 23 = <@ we proceed by induction on s. The result is obvious for s = 0. 
Assuming- 9 = $2 in C(d2,. . ., 8, n), it remains to show that the %class of yl in 
C(d,, 4, l . .7 dS, n) is reduced to an %cIass. Due to the relations (1) a product of a 
power of yl by an element of C(dz,. . ., ds, n) can be written z = y’;y~y>-. l y>x” 
with I<i2<...<ik SS, cw~d,, cyi~d~~, m<n. IJsing yiy;f”=yi for iek and 
X n = 1 we can find w such that zw = yl sh:owing that Z@Q. To show that 
C(d,, 6. . ., ds, n) is the syntactic monoid of a finite prefix code it suffices to 
consider the action of the free monoid {y,, y2,. . ., yS, x)* on S = {1,2, l l .? n) defined 
by the generators of C(d,, d,, . . ., ds, n). For every i, 1 s i s n, and for every k, 
1 s k s s, we have iyk > i or iyk = 1. Thus the tree representing this action is finite 
and C(d,, dZc . . ., d,, n) is the syntactic monoid of the stabilizer of 1. a 
To express conveniently the nature of the codes T(d,, d2,. . ., ds, n) admitting 
(34, dz, . . ., ds, n) as syntactic monoids we will use the notion of composition of 
codes in a slightly more general form than in [4]. Let ,4 be a prefix code over X, B a 
prefix over Y and q a mapping from A onto Y. Then cp can be extended to a 
homomorphism cp* from A * onto Y*. We define B BRA, the encoding (or 
composition) of B on A with rtspect to cp, by 
B&A ={w EA”: q(w)E B). 
Thus B @‘A is a prefix code over X and the following associativity formula is 
satisfied: 
(&B)&A =&(B&A). 
In view of this formula we denote the codes 
simply by 
A,&&...&A,,,,. 
The next proposition deals with decompositions of the form 
I-(&, dz, . . .9 ds, n) = r $, $, . . ., $, $) & r(A) if dl f 1, 
I I I 
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Direct computations of T(d,) and r(l, &) are easy: If X denotes the alphabet of 
r(d,), then I+&) = Xdl, and if X U Y is the alphabet of f (1, d,), then 
r(1, d2) = xd2 u x+’ Y u . . . u XY u Y. 
Suppose that there is partition of X into subse:ts XI, X2,. . ., Xk. Given a codz C 
on an alphabet containing X we denote by Ci the set of all words in C containing 
occurrences of letters in Xi and no occurrences of letters in Xi for i <j 
(I s i < j G k). Whenever an encoding of T(d,, dZ,. . ., ds, n) on r(d) (or r(l, d)) 
with respect to 9 is cmsidx4, we call it an upper-uniform encoding if X admits a 
partition into subsets X1, X2,. . ., X,, X,+, and T,(d) (or ri(l, d)) is mapped by cp 
onto letters of the alphabet of T(d,, dz, . . ., d,, n) represented by transformations of 
rank ,G!‘, (for i = 1,2,. . ., s, s + 1; d,+, = n). In case of r(l, d2), wor& containing 
letters of Y are mapped onto letters representing transformation3 of minimal rank 
Proposition 1.5. A finite prefix code A has a syntactic monoid M(A “) such that 
9 = 9 and wi:h a non -trivial group of units if and only if 
with upper-uniform encoding functions ql, (~2, l . ., qo,, and integers A, 6.. ., & M 
such that d,ldzl...Id,[n. 
Proof. Suppose A = T(d,, d,, . . ., d,, n) has syntactic monoid C(d,, dz, . . ., d,, n ). 
On the set S cf states of %(A *) we define the relation 8 by i Oj if I - j = IUl. Due 
to the fact that d: divides d?,. . ., d,, n, the relation 8 is a congruence on %A *) and 
it is not reduced to the equality if d, # 1. The quotient automaton VI(A *j/O has a 
set of states S = {i, 2,. . ., 2,). If yk E X* acts on {I, 2,. . ., n} %ES :I transformation of --- 
rankdk (Pakss+l)theactionof yk on{i,?,...,&}isgivt:nbyiy,=i+l ifi 
I’# & ant? & j& = i. Thus the stabilizer of i in X* is the code T(d,) = Xdl. The 
automaton induced by ?I(A *) on the class of 1 (mod 0) has the set (1, dl I- 1, 
2d, + II,. ., -, n - dl+ 1) as a set of states. Computing the stabilizer Jf P in the 
induced automaton gives a code r(l, d2/d1,. . ., n/dl) an61 T(dl, d,, . . ., d,, n) = 
r(l, dJd, 9 . . ., dJd,, n/d,) @‘I T(d,) with an upper-uniform encoding cpI of 
l-(1, dJd, . . . ., n/d,) on r(d,). 
In case z!, = 1, one defines 0’ on S by i O’j if i - j = kdr!. A similar argument Pives 
r(1, (I’?, . t ., d,, n) = r(I, d.Jd?, . . ., d,/dz, n/dJ @*I r( 1, &). An induction o/n s 
yields th;: decomposition of A indicated in the propositilon. 
To establish the converse, we assume that (1, c&/Q,. . ., dh.L ddd 
ter QI represe!lted by a 
transformation (cycle) of rank n/d,. They yield elements of the compccite code of 
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the form (xdl)nid~ = x*. It follows x’ = &2,. 11 ., n). Similarly elements yk of &dd,(dl) 
are mapped by q onto a letter fi represented by transformations of rank dk/dl. 
Pnalyzing the nature of the words in r(l, dJdr,. . ., dsldl, n/dr) it can be shown 
that for every w E X* (X = alphabet of T(d,)) we have: 
lxi-‘pw = 1 e lX”-d&+rdk(i) w = 1, 
If fO&)WS li”-*jjk = lx”-dk+rd/$,()r ijjk = n - dk i- r&(i) f 1. This COmpkteS the proof 
of Proposition 1.5. El 
It is also possible to obtain an expression of the code A by direct computation. 
For example, the code on 2 letters admitting C(d, n) as syntactic monoid, consists 
in all the monomials of the following polynomial f(x, y) in non-commuting 
variables x, y, 
f(x, y) = [l + xd + X2d + . . . + x(4 _IJd](X + y)” - [Xd + X2d + , . , _t X(q-‘)d] 
Generalizing this result, it can be shown that the code on s + 1 letters admitting 
C(d,z 4, . . .v ds, n) as syntactic monoid is given by the pb$ynomial 
@(x; n, d,)@(x + y,; ds, 4-J. . . @(x + y, + ys-l + . . . + ~2; 6, 4) 
x [(x + y, + . . . + y,)d’ - l] -- 1 
with @(z ; k, C) = (z k -. l)/(z ’ - 1). 
as a trivial group of u 
The code A = {x’, xy, yx2, yxy, y2) given at the end of the introduction is such that 
(A *) has a trivial group of units and satisfies 9 = 9?. With x’ = 
the poset of !9klasses of M(A *) is as shown in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. 
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M(A *) has 3 %-classes of rank 2, and one of them is irregular: (x7)* = . 
Thus, in general, 9 ,-J 9 does not imply that (A *) is regular. This example is due . 
to Perrot (written communication). However the hypotlesis b = 9 implies that the 
minimal ideal of M(A *) is reduced to a regular %class, that %(A *) k strongly 
connected (i.e. for every i, j E S, there exists w E X” such that iw = j) or 
equivalently that A is a complete prefix code (i.e. for every w E X*, wX* n 
AX* # 0); see [7, Chapter 5, Theorem 1.2.a.l. For complete codes we have the 
following: 
2.8. Let M(A *) be the syntactic monoid of a finite complete prefix code A 
a.ved H(A “) = (S, X*) the minimal automaton recognizing A * D If x and y E X induce 
transformations x” and y of S such that &%jj and Z, jj are in subgroups of M(A *), then 
z = y. 
Proof. Suppose rank 2 = d, and let S1, SZ, . . ., Sd be the partition of S defined by.2, 
i.e. 
x’= ( s, s* . . . Sd 1 i, I? . ..id ’ 
Since x’ is in ti subgroup of M(A *), il, it,. . ., id is a cross-section for S1, S2,. . ., Sd. 
Thus there i, a permutation a; of i,, i2,. . ., icr such that ikZ I= n;(ik). By finiteness of 
A, err, consists of a single cycle containing the element 1 of S stabilized by A *. 
Assume .rr, = (iI, i2, . . ., id) with ie = 1 E S,. Since E%y’ and Y is also in a subgroup 
of M(A *), we have 
( s, s* . . . Sd Y= j,j 2 . . . jd 1 
and 7ry is also a cycle containing 1. We claim that jd E S1. Suppose jd E Sk with 
+V = ik and jdZd-k-’ = id_, E Sd. It follows S~J%d-k-’ C Sd, and thus 
qYx d-k-i = q for some q E S& By completeness of A, we have 1 wyxd-‘-’ w ’ = 1 for 
some’w, 3~1% X*. Hence w(yx d-k-l)‘~’ E A for all I, contradicting A finite. T 
same argument applies to show that jd = 1, and then by induction ik == jI fol $1 
1 s k s d. II7 
It follows f ram Lemma 2.1 that w en discussing t e set of generators 
is regular with 9 = 3 it is enough to consider generators of 
exist:; ay& integer d’ 
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iy’ = d -- d’ + [r&)]lr’ for every i, 1 G i G d. 
. We may assume 
x’z 
‘St s*. . . S&l sd\ 
( ,2 3 d 1 ) 
with 1 E Sr, 2 E Sa, . . ., d E Sd. Then x7, x” j& . . ., x’“j7 have all the same rank, namely 
the cardinal of the partition of { 1,2,. . ., d) induced by jj. It follows that Z’j@Ejy for 
I G i, j G d, indicating that the ?jj (1 G i G d) induce the same partition 
T1, T2, . . ., Td on {1,2,. .., d}. ,A proof similar to that of Lemma 1.1 gives the 
result. q 
2.3. (a) The proof of Lemma 2.2 shows that without any restriction on 
Im x’ and Im ji, y induces a partition of Im x’ into d’ classes, with d = d’q and 
In1 f = u::, {& i -i-a d’, . . ., i + (4 - 1)d’). 
(b) If M(A *) is regular with 9 = 9? and a trivial group of units then there exist 
x, v E X such that rank jj (: rank x’ and S{x, y}* contains t E Im jj\Im x’. , 
Let x E X such that x’ has maximal rank. If for every y E X, y# x, 
= x’in x”, Contradicting the fact that M(A *) has a trivial group of 
units. It follows that for some y E X, there is t E Im jj ‘\ Imx’. 
(c) Let ‘% = (S X*) be an automaton whose transition monoid T(B) is regular 
with 9 = 3 a& : 8 = (SY”, Y*) for some Y C X. Then 21(g) is also regular with 
$$ = 3. 
Le/ A be a finite prefix code such that M(A *) is regular, satisfies 
9 = 9, and has C’ ,rrivial group of units. With %(A *) = (S, X*), let x, y E X such that 
rank j7 <rank Ir’ wtd Im jjc Im x’ (see Remark 2.3(b)) Then there exists t E 
Im jj i, Im x’ such t/tat ijj = t for every i E Im x’ and tx’ = 1 (I is the element of S 
stabiliz+J by A *). 
s We may aiisume 
wit% E E Sj (1 G f s d), 1 E T,, ti E T (12 s i G S), and at least one of t,. t3, . . ., ts 
e case S = 2, i.e. 
ave one 0r two classes. 
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case it has only one class, then { 1,2, . . ., d) c TI since 1 y’ = t2. But djj = tz imposes 
djE == t2x’ = 1; otherwise dj% = i for some i# 1 yields ifdeijZ = i contradicting the 
finiteness of A. In case the partition induced ‘Fiji % on Im x’ has two classes, then by 
Remark 2.3(a) there are two possibilities concerning y, indicated by the graphs of 
Fig. 3, which are subtrees of the tree repretienting %(A *). 
d-l 
x 
d 
d-1 
d 
(b) 
Fig. 3. 
In both cases ~7 and jj have rank 2. Comparing the partitions of S defined by Xy 
and jj, we see that in case (a), the sets {1,3,. . ., d - 1, f2) and {2,4,, . .) d) are in 
distinct classes of the partition of jj and the sets {1,3, . . ., d - I), {2,4, . . ,, d, t2) are in 
distinct classes of the partition of Xy. This contradicts 9 = 3 (by regularity of 
M(A *), Green’s relations in M(A *) coincide with the restrictions of the corre- 
sponding relations in the monoid of all transformations on S). A similar contradic- 
tion is obtained in ca3e (b), leaving as the only possibility when rank jj = 2 ijj = t for 
i E Im x’ and tf = 1. Suppose now 
with 6 > 2. Letting d = kq and S = lp we denote by 
I1 y * l 0. k(q-1)+112 ,..., k(q-1)+2)...1k,...,kqI 
the partition induced by y on Im f and by 
the partition inluced by i on Im 7. The subtree of t e tree of ‘?!(A *) under I~-I+~ is 
the one shovn In Fig. 4 (note S --l+l=l(p-l)+l).SinceA is 
jj z rank Z, a contradiction. 
subtree under d - + 1 contains tz, t3,. 
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Case k = S - 1. The partition of S defined by Xy is 
1 s, u . . . u Sk(q_e)+* 1 s* u . . l u Sk(q-,)+*I l * l 1 SC u S2k u l l ’ u S&q I l (1) 
The last sets listeld in (1) in each class are 
s s d- C-t-2 5 d-863, l . l 3 S dv (2) , 
Also t2, t3, . . ., a6 are mapped by x’ onto distinct elements among ci - 8 + 3, d - 6 + 4, 
. . .* d - 1, d, I. Thus t2, t3, . . ., ts are in distinct- sets of (2). It follows rank Xy = 
rank Fy. However, there is t, E T’ (1 s a < 8) such that taE= tam= le. Thus 
t, and t8 are in ,the same class of the partition of Yxy, but in distinct classes of the 
partition of Xy. This contradicts 9 = R. 
C.se k = S. Then rank x’ = rankv= 8. It follows that the partition (1) coincides 
with the partition of jL Suppose Sk \J SZk U . . . U S+ = 7’. If i # k, then dy’ = ti+l. It 
follows ti+$ = 1 and ti+l E sd C ‘II: twhich is impossible. Consequently & U SZk U 
. . . u $k = rk. Similarly, supptxe d! - 1 E K, i.e. (d - Iby’ = tj+l. Then tj+l E !&+ 
we cannot have tj+i E ?&-I(5 T. Thus tj+l E Sd C Tk. But then, in terms of words of 
{x, y )* (see Remark 2.3(c)), d and tihl have identical subtrees and therefore d = ti+,. 
Thus Skel U S2k-1 U . . . U Sqk-, = Tk.-, and tk = d. An induction argument shows 
then that SI U SjCtt U . . . U Sk(q-1J+I = TI (1 s I s k) and tl+, = d - k + I + 1 for 1 G 
I G k. This contradicts Im jjc Im x’. 
Therefore the only possible way that a transformation jj such that rank j? c 
rank x’ has to “introduce” a state of x’ not in Im x’, is that jj be of rank two. Cl 
d-k+1 
Fig. 4. 
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. Let §={1,2,..., ~1, t) be a set of n + 1 elements (n > 2), and let 
d s+l = rt be natural in egers SUCK that di divides di +I k~ i = 1,2, . . ., S, 
with di # di+, and di # 2. Denote by C’(dl, dz, . . ., dS, n) the monoid generated by the 
following transformations x, yk (1 G k s s), and z : 
( 12...n-1 x n t = 2 3... n 1 1 ’ > 
n -dk +r,,(i)+l for i=1,2 ,..., n-1, 
iyk = 
1 for i=n, i=t; 
Z 
12...n-1 n t = 
( tt... > t tl l 
P~o~Q~ition 2.6. Let M be a regular monoid such that 9 = 3, with a trivial group of 
units. Then M is the syntactic monoid of a finite prefix code if and only if 
M = C’(d,, dz, . . ., d,, n) for some distinct integers d,, dZ, . . ., d,, n, di Z 2, such that 
d&&l...Id,In. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, we may assume that M = M(A *) has a single generator of a 
given rank. Let x E X, such that 2 is a generator of M of maximal rank n, and 
assume Imx’={l,2,..., n). Using Remark 2.3(b) and Lemma 2.4, we deduce that 
there exists z E X such that iZ = te Im f for i = I, 2,. . ., n, and d.F = 1. By 
maximality of rank Z, whenever a generator of M introduces a state not in Im 2 it 
coincides with Z. T’ _ nus generators of M distinct from .x’ and Z have their images 
c&tamed in Pm i* By Lemma 2.2, the action of these generators on {1,2,. . ., n) is 
the same as yk, and Lemma 2.4 gives tyk = 1, showing that M z-f C’(dl, dz, . . ., dS, n). 
Conversely, to show that C’(dr, dz, . . ., dS, rc) is regular and the syntactic monoid of 
a prefix code one proceeds as in the proof of Proposition 1.4. Instead of relations 
(1) , one uses 
x ?l+r = X’ , ykyi ‘= Xyi = yS; yiy;f”= yi (1 s i s k s 6); 
z3= z; xz = x*z = ykt = )&. 
A proof similar to the proof of Proposition 1.5 shows that if F(d,, d2,. . ., 
denotes a code admitting C’(d,, d2,. . ., dS, n) as a syntactic monoid, with upper 
uniform encoding functions q, we have: 
c:l, dz,. . ., d,, n) = , . . ., $ 9 ;) 0 ‘(a,) if d, # 1 
1 1 
and 
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Finally, a direct computation of the code r’(dl, &, . . ., d, n) OII s + 2 letters, gives 
it as the monomials in the expansion of 
@(x; y1,6,) @(x + ys; d,, d,-,) . . . @(x + ys + ys-1 + l l l + yi; d,, 1) 
. X+~~i+*(&yi+Z)-1]+1* 0 
i=l 
he 4e-class structure of C(dl, dz, m l b9 d,, n) 
Along with a presentation for C(dl, d2,. ., $, n), we establish the following: 
(1) the partially ordered set of B-classes is a chain of length s; 
(2) the maximal subgroups of rank dk are cyclic of order dk ; 
(3) the number of Z-classes of rank dh (1 s k G s) is nd i-‘t 
Cornputational methods to obtain (l), (2), (3) are explained in details in [7, 
Chapter I and II]. We briefly outline how these methods apply to the particular case 
of C(d,, dt, l l l q ds, n). Using Notation 1.3 for the generators of C(d,, dz, . . ., d,, n) a 
simple verification gives the following relations between x and yk (1~ k G s): 
0 *le’ x” = 1; yEf”= yk; ykyi = xyi=y* for every i, k, 1 s i G k s s. 
Other relations between generators have the form 
with z = yj or z =x and i1<i2<i&...<ik <ik+&j_ 
In (**), exponents CY], cr2,. . ., c&-l are in specific intervals depending on il, i2, . . ., ik. 
Also, & 
indicate 
0 a a1 
(b) a1 
taken in 
and HZ(&) depend on the intervals chosen for al, (Y*, . . ., ak+ First we 
the possible intervals for CYI (1 6 I s k - 1) by induction on I: 
E ]0,4[ ; 
can be chosen arbitrarily in I sub-intervals of IO, di [. Suppose cyl has been 
I#“, pf”)] among the I sub-intervals 
10, y’l”],]P:“, rP’], - - --, lpi”, yi”], l l l ,]pjt’,, rl’_‘ll, ‘a’,“, di,[ l 
Then aI+I can be taken in anyone of the following I + 1 intervals: 
IO Y (I) - * IP (1) 9 i i-k1 -- al, ‘y!‘!l - ~117 s l l ,]p!“- (.Y/, di, - a,], 
Id 4 + I - ~(9 di,+,  y!“- a~l]y]di,+, + pi”- CY/, di ,, + r$“- tt,], . . l 3 
]d,,+g + ai’, - a/, d,+r + yI”- a,],]di,+, + pi”- ill, di,,,[. 
us an admissible (k - I)-tuple (ai, (Y:, . . . akml) is given in terms of intervals wit 
(k - I)! possible choices. Next, the po:;sibflities for & and m (&) are: 
& = yy, y:“‘, . . ., y:4& 
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the checking that (**) holds with the indicated restrictions is done by an inductive 
computation (on k) of the images of yi,yP,‘y”,z..  yz-lyf;+, for 011, (x2:. . ., ok+ 6 in 
the appropriate intervals. At the same time: one verifies that the elements 
yi,yzyz l . l yip, with indices and exponents as above, lie effectively in distinct 
LZ?-classes. To determine the number of -!Z’-classes, it is enough, by induction on S, to 
find the number of L&classes contained in the %-class of yl. This is given by the 
nuraber of distinct elements of the form 
y,y>vrJ2. l l yi, , Ok-1 with l<i2<...<ik gs; Ism sfl; al,@2,...,ffk-l 
iSI ! r= admissible intervals. 
By induction on l one sees that the possible values for (~1 is dl - 1. In the table 
trelow, elements in the left column are in distinct L&classes. The corresponding 
lumber on the right is the number of Sclasses: 
Y,X” (Mm sn) 
y*pEJx m (b&Ss) 
. . . 
iy < . . . . < ik+* s s) 
yry ?yT2 . . . y:s-'x" 
n 
(s - E)(d - 1)n = 
( ) 
‘T1‘ (b,--1)n 
( ) ’ 2 ’ (d, - 1)“n 
. . . . 
(d, - 1)“n 
. . . . 
(4 - 1)s~2-t 
The total numbfir of Z-classes of rank d, is thus 
(d, - l)k = &iv’, 
In general the number of L&classes of rank dk is red idk. It follows that th 2 order 
of G(d,, dz, . . .f ;I,, rt) is n[l + dS + dzvl + . . . + d t]. Comparing this riumber with the 
number of elements of the monoid presented by the relaltions (*), (**) indicates that 
these relations present indeed C(d,, d2,. . ., ds, n). The structure of 
differs from that of C( . . ., d,, n) only by the %-classes of 
ark2 easy to co 
ss e co 
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Let !!l = (S, M) be an automaton, such that the group of units of acts 
transitively on S, Then for any congruence 0 on ‘?l the induced automata are 
isomorphic. 
l Let i&(s) = {m E .M: sm&s}. The automaton induced on e(s), the class of 
s (mod 0) is (e(s), a/r,(s)). Given s, t E S, there is ar: element u in the group of units 
of M such that su = t. The mapping (9 : sp+ s’u from O(s) to O(t) is a bijection, and 
$C : m + u”mu from M@(s) to A&(t) is a monoid isomorphism. Fu thermore, for 
every st E 0(s), HZ Ei M@(s), q(s’m) = q+‘)@(m), establishing (e(s), 
(b(t), M,(t)). 5 
An automaton % = (S, M) admitting a non-trivial congruence 8 (i.e. 8 is not the 
equality or the universal congruence) such that all induced automata re isomor- 
phic to a given automaton B is called an extension of 8 by B/O. 
Ies. (1) If a strongly connected automaton % = (S, M) admits a non-trivial 
congruence 8 such that the induced automata re group automata, then is an 
extension of a group automaton B by ‘?I/@ (cf. [6] and f7, Chapter 3, III, 5, a]). 
(2) If the syntactic monoid of a prefix code A has a non-trivial groups of units 
and if %(A *) admits, a non-trivial congruence 0, then %(A *) is an extension by 
%(A *)/O. This follows from the preceding remark, and is illustrated by the example 
oi C(dl, dz,. . ., ds, M). Another example is provided by the notion of lower uniform 
encoding : 
Consider the codes Qd,, &, . . ., ds, m) and r(dl, &, . . ., d:, n) with s 2 t, on 
respective alphabet {& &, . . ., &, a) and X = YI U Y2 U . . . U Y8 U XI+, with the 
obvious convention as to what transforlnations of their respective automaton are 
induced by the letters of the alphabet. Suppose Y, = Y\“)U Y$*)U . . . U Yy-‘+‘I 
(partition). Denote bv Tk (2 G k . s t + 1) the set of all words of T(&, &, . . .‘, d:, n) 
containing occurrences of letters in Yk but no letters in Yi for i < k. Similarly 
define r\” for It s I G s - t + 1. The composition 
TV,, dz, . . ., d,, m)& T(dI, dS,. . .,d:, n) 
defined bv 
A(r,+,) = a, A(rt) = ps, l l l , A(r2) = &r+*r 
~(%yr+t)) = &,+1, . . ., A (r’l”) = p,, 
is c.alle e lower uniform encoding of S(d,, d2,. . ., dS, m) on r(d (, d:, . . ., d :, n). 
he syntactic monoid of the code obtained by lower uniform encoding is simple 
struct from the syntactic monoids GC; the components. For example, 
r(2,4)f@” r(lp 3) has a syntactic monoid generated by 
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It can be shown (and will be done elsewhere) that the syntactic monoids of 
r(d,, 6. . ., ds, m) 8” Qd I, d i, . . ., d:, n) do not necessarily satisfy 9 = 3 but are 
all unions of groups, with a non-trivial group of units isomorphic to ZWn. It should 
be pointed out, that examples of unions of group are usually given in terms of 
collections of groups linked with functions satisfying certain conditions. I-Iere they 
are given directly as transformations semigioups, in terms of their generators. Note 
eneral, the maximal subgroups of these monoids are not necessarily cyclic. 
We conclude wi wing problems: 
(I) Is it true tha A *) is a union of groups and the group of units of M 
is non-trivial, then an be obtained by a succession of extensions by C(1, p) 
or C(p) with p prime. ( 12345 The monoid generated by x .= \2 4 4 I I y = 
12345 
31551 
is a 3 X 3 completely simple semigroup over &, with 1 adjoined: and 
is the syntactic monoid of a prefix code B. The minimal automaton %(B*) has no 
proper congruence, showing that the hypothesis “non-trivial group of units” is 
essential. TSs example is due to Schtitzenberger. The next problem will certainly 
give a good indication as to the answer of 1. 
(2) Find all the syntactic monoids of prefix codes which are ideal extensions of 
completely simple semigroups by a group (Ieventually trivial). The syntactic 
monoids of the codes r(m)@ r(d, n) and T(ci, m)@” F(e, n) are examples. The 
case where “completely simple semigroups” is replaced by “Brandt semigroups” is 
treated in [3]. 
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